
Waheguru Ji Ka Khalsa Waheguru Ji Ki Fateh! 

As healthcare professionals, we are always concerned with being able to safely provide 
the best care possible for our patients. As Sikh healthcare professionals, we are equally 
concerned with maintaining our religious requirements while we do so. We feel strongly 
that no Sikh should have to compromise their faith or their health in any form when 
providing patient care.   

As you may be aware, CDC guidelines and many hospital policies require that 
healthcare professionals wear a facemask in certain situations - in most cases, the N95 
mask due to its availability. The N95, however, may not provide adequate protection for 
wearers with beards, thereby not meeting the fit test standards set by the Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). Meanwhile, the more costly and less 
available Powered Air-Purifying Respirators (PAPR) and Controlled Air-Purifying 
Respirators (CAPR) do provide for a hood and full coverage for wearers with facial hair. 
In an effort to provide Sikh healthcare professionals across North America the personal 
protective equipment (PPE) needed to safely engage with patients while adhering to 
their core beliefs in Sikhi, NASMDA has teamed up with Sikh Coalition, SALDEF, World 
Sikh Organization, United Sikhs and Maxair to provide a product that will allow Sikhs to 
continue to work in a safe environment while practicing their faith for years to come.   

Healthcare providers are getting used to a new norm in wearing facemasks, and the 
necessity for PPE will likely continue indefinitely.  Due to the global COVID-19 
pandemic, the types  of PPE which work best for Sikhs are scarce and hard to 
purchase. To alleviate that stress, NASMDA has secured the ability to make a large 
purchase order with Maxair for their CAPR system, to disperse to any Sikh who wishes 
to purchase one.  We are currently requesting any Sikh Healthcare Provider who needs 
proper PPE and wishes to purchase it to please contact us.  Additionally, if you are in a 
position to support other healthcare providers who may not be able to purchase the 
device on their own, please donate additional funds with your order. Donations will allow 
NASMDA to provide Sikh medical students, residents, nurses, respiratory therapists, 
EMTs, paramedics, first responders, and others a CAPR for a discounted price. Our 
goal is to facilitate the procurement of this PPE to ensure that every Sikh can both 
practice their profession and maintain their religious identity simultaneously at all times.  



The product chosen for this first effort is the Maxair CAPR. We encourage you to visit 
their website, provided below, for more information and videos of their product. Please 

carefully review the information, pricing and disclaimers below before deciding if this 
product is best suited for your practice.   
General information:  

- Maxair CAPR comprises a helmet with a built in filter that has a 5 year shelf life,
attachable disposable face shields called “DLC lens cuff” or disposable shield
with shoulder drape called “DLC Shroud.” Depending on your practice, one
configuration may be better than the other

- The CAPR works by filtering air you breathe through the incorporated cap filter
and by generating positive pressure air into the user’s enclosed space to
essentially keep any contaminant from entering. The air enters from channels
within the helmet and blows it into the front sides of the user’s face.

- A yellow light comes on at the front of the helmet and goes away, which lets you
know that the filter is still usable. When the yellow light remains on, then you
know it is time to change the filter. Some hospitals replace the filter yearly for
protocol reasons, however, life of the filter can be beyond that depending on
frequency of use.

- The helmet comes in one size and has adjustable straps within it to configure to
your head shape. For reference, a volunteer was able to wear the helmet with a
small round dastaar on.

- The integrated CAPR helmet eliminates the need for a long air tube and a large
belt mounted blower unit. The CAPR has a wire that goes from the back of the
helmet and connects to a hand sized battery unit that can snap onto the back of
your waist much like a pager

- The battery lasts 12-15 hours while taking 4-5 hrs to fully charge back to 100%.
The battery is good for 4-5 years or 400-500 life cycles

One of the key decision points will be choosing which configuration to order: DLC shield 
versus DLC shroud. Below is some information that may help in deciding which 
configuration is best suited for your practice.  If you have any questions, we can always 
be available to provide insight and guide you to which configuration may be best for 
you.   

- The DLC shield comes in a box of 40 costing $202 and is advertised as single
time use, however, individuals have used it multiple times while wiping down the
shields in between patient encounters prior to discarding. With the DLC shield on,



 

 
 

 
- the ears are exposed, which provides better hearing for the wearer as well as the 

ability to use a stethoscope while wearing the CAPR. The DLC shield comes in 
two sizes: “small medium” or “medium large.”   

- The DLC shroud comes in a box of 20 costing $474 and provides coverage of the 
neck, ears and upper body that the DLC shield configuration does not. The ears  
are covered by the shroud, so hearing will be compromised a bit, however, a 
volunteer user felt hearing was still adequate with the DLC shroud configuration   

- With both configurations, there is a cuff that the user must pull and stretch under 
their chin. A volunteer with loosely tied beard and surgical face mask on was able 
to fit majority of their beard under the cuff. The cuff is made of polycarbonate and 
polyurethane material  

- While doing aerosolizing procedures (intubations, extubations, bronchoscopies, 
etc), particles have been shown to get on to the neck and ears while performing 
these procedures, so be mindful that if using DLC shield configuration, those 
areas of the user’s body may be contaminated    

- Please see attached pictures and links to videos below on both of these 
configurations    



 

 
 

  
DLC Shield configuration (MED/LG size) https://www.maxair-
systems.com  



 

 
 

  



DLC Shroud configuration (ML size)  
https://www.maxair-systems.net/ProductTrainingVideos/DLC_Shroud/DLC_Shroud.mp4 

Each order will consist of CAPR system large battery, system bag, box of comfort strips, 
2 XP pleated filters and 2 filter caps. Assuming we get over 100 orders, the discounted 
pricing as shown on the table above leads to a total of:  

- CAPR System Large Battery: $1,147.048
- System Bag: $31.982
- Box of Comfort strips: $35.829
- XP pleated filter ($87.57 a piece) x 2 pieces: $175.14
- Filter cover cap ($64.79 a piece) x 2 pieces: $129.58
- Total before options below and shipping costs of: $1,519.58 **

** Please note this is an estimate assuming we get max discount by having more 
than 100 orders placed **  



Add to the above total: Specify size desired   
Option # 1: DLC lens cuff (MED/LG or SM/MED) 

- $201.928 for a box of 40

Option # 2 DLC shroud (SM or ML) 
- $473.975 for a box of 20

Option # 3 combo of the two configurations or multiple boxes of a configuration. Specify 
type, size and quantity.   

** Shipping costs will be determined based on weight of package, destination being 
shipped and insurance cost of the package being shipped. US order will be shipped to 
New Jersey. For those living in the tristate area, an option could be to drive and pick up 
your order as well. Shipping cost will need to be paid in full by the buyer prior to 
shipment of the product **  

Disclaimers (please read carefully): 
- Maxair has a nonrefundable policy currently, so once an order has been placed,

the buyer is fully committed
- NASMDA, Maxair, Sikh Coalition, SALDEF, United Sikhs, or World Sikh

Organization are not liable if user of this product becomes infected with any
contaminant that this product is designed to protect the user from

- User should review Maxair CAPR standard warranty prior to purchase
- This product has not been tested with eye loupes, so at this time we cannot

guarantee that loupes can be accommodated within the CAPR system
- There is a 10 week turnaround time from the time the order is given to Maxair to

the time the order is shipped. The order will be shipped to New Jersey (unable to
ship to individual addresses) and then shipped to individuals from there, which
may take an additional 1-2 weeks given the large number of orders we are
anticipating

- We cannot assume any liability if a product is damaged or misplaced during
shipment. There will be insurance bought with each shipment, so a claim can be
filed with the shipment entity as deemed necessary if product is damaged or
misplaced with shipping

- This product is subject to any limitations or restrictions that an individual hospital
or institution may impose on the use of this product within their facility. Buyer
assumes all risk of this product not being approved for use at their practice



- Maxair CAPR system is one of many possible PPE options for Sikhs with beards
and NASMDA does not take any liability for the inability to use this product safely

- NASMDA, Sikh Coalition, SALDEF, United Sikhs, or World Sikh Organization are
not affiliated in any way with Maxair nor receiving any financial incentives from
Maxair

For more information or questions, please email us at: PPE4Sikhs@gmail.com  

Waheguru Ji Ka Khalsa Waheguru Ji Ki Fateh




